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Veteran artists of Kolkata sale artworks
to raise fund for Uttarakhand floods
Press Trust of India | Posted on Aug 23, 2013 at 05:08pm IST

By donating the proceeds from the sale of their artworks, a group of 67 acclaimed artists have come
together to raise funds for the rehabilitation of Uttarakhand flash flood victims and their families.
'Sahanubhuti', the ongoing exhibition at Emami Chisel Art, has veterans like Jogen Chowdhury,
Suvaprasanna, Shipra Bhattacharya, Sanatan Dinda, Samir Aich, Sunil Das and Sanjay
Bhattacharyya participating. The works include acrylic on canvas, watercolour and charcoal on
paper, sculptures in bronze and wood.
Priced within Rs 1 lakh, the artworks are on display till August 31. "Art cannot remain aloof
from what is happening around. The helplessness of the victims of Uttarakhand came as a
clarion call for us at Emami Chisel Art to chip in and do something for their rehabilitation,"
said Richa Agarwal of Emami Chisel Art.

Veteran artists of Kolkata sale artworks to raise fund for Uttarakhand floods

Besides this, the Emami Group through their charitable trust, Emami Foundation, has created
a relief fund corpus of Rs 1 crore initially to carry out the immediate relief operations.
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Group of veteran artists selling work for Uttarakhand floods
By donating the proceeds from the sale of their artworks, a group of 67 acclaimed artists have
come together to raise funds for the rehabilitation of Uttarakhand flash flood victims and their
families.
'Sahanubhuti', the ongoing exhibition at Emami Chisel Art, has veterans like Jogen Chowdhury,
Suvaprasanna, Shipra Bhattacharya, Sanatan Dinda, Samir Aich, Sunil Das and Sanjay
Bhattacharyya participating.
The works include acrylic on canvas, watercolour and charcoal on paper, sculptures in bronze
and wood.
Priced within Rs 1 lakh, the artworks are on display till August 31.
"Art cannot remain aloof from what is happening around. The helplessness of the victims of
Uttarakhand came as a clarion call for us at Emami Chisel Art to chip in and do something for
their rehabilitation," said Richa Agarwal of Emami Chisel Art.
Besides this, the Emami Group through their charitable trust, Emami Foundation, has created a
relief fund corpus of Rs 1 crore initially to carry out the immediate relief operations.
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Sachin Tendulkar gets Ganguly's backing over team selection
comments

IANS KOLKATA, AUGUST 20, 2013 | UPDATED 11:25 IST

Former India captain Sourav Ganguly Monday said batting master Sachin Tendulkar's comment that selectors
need to look beyond statistics while picking fresh talents has been blown out of context.
"I was there when he made the comments and also read his interview. It has been completely blown out of
context. it was a completely harmless statement made by Sachin. He said it in a completely different context,"
Ganguly said on the sidelines of a programme here.
Two days back, Tendulkar had courted a controversy when he said selectors needed to give importance to a
player's skills and ability to absorb pressure, rather than going by the scorebook.
"It's about vision. When it comes to selection, one has to analyse a player. Even if he fails in a few matches,
one needs to see if he has the ability to withstand pressure and execute at the international level. I have seen
players who are exceptionally good at the domestic level not being able to perform as well in international
cricket," Tendulkar had said at the platinum jubilee celebrations of the Karnataka State Cricket Association in
Bangalore Saturday.
Ganguly, and other Indian captains like Mohammed Azharuddin, Radhul Dravid and Anil Kumble were also
present at the Bangalore function.
On Tendulkar's likely 200th Test appearance in the coming South Africa trip, Ganguly said the record would
be unbreakable.

"It would be an unbelievable achievement. I dont think it will be possible to
break that record," he said after inaugurating "Sahanubhuti", a benefit
exhibition of paintings and sculptures for rehabilitation of Uttarakhand flash
flood victims at Emami Chisel Art gallery.
Ganguly also hoped India would do well in South Africa.
"India have done well in last 4-5 months, So there is a lot to hope, for South Africa provides the best bowling
conditions and I hope India have a good season there".
The talismanic cricketer said he has not shown any disrespect to stylish former Indian batsman V.V.S. Laxman

by naming him the 12th man of a dream Test team he chose during an interaction with a television channel.
"Selecting such a team doesn't mean showing disrespect to any player. It doesn't make any player bigger or
smaller."
Ganguly denied reports that he may participate in a dance reality show.
"It's completely news for me. I can't dance, only my wife can, I am not a part of any such programme," he
added.

